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PART I -OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. Applicants are asking for protection from state action which would render their religious

practices devoid of any spiritual or religious nature. They ask for this protection under s' 2(a) of

the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedons (the oos. 2(a) right"). They also ask for

consultation and the accommodation of their asserted aboriginal right to exercise religious

practices which are dependent upon a sacred site under s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 (the

'os. 35 right").

2. In considering whether or not to authorize the ski resort at issue, the administrative

decision maker ("the Minister") mischaracterized Applicants' s. 35 right as a right to preclude

development, and did not consider their right to freedom of religion under s. 2(a) at all'

3. The chambers judge acknowledged, without deciding, that the balancing of Charter

values with statutory objectives might be fundamentally different than the balancing of asserted

but unproven aboriginal rights with competing societal interests. Nonetheless, he decided that the

Minister was not required to examine the s. 2(a) right and the s. 35 right separately, and that he

was not required to apply the appropriate tests for each of these rights separately. The chambers

judge then provided his own erroneous analysis of the s. 2(a) right. He also relied on the

Minister's mischaracterization of the s. 35 right to conclude that there had been adequate

consultation.

4. The British Columbia Court of Appeal ("BCCA") attempted to remedy these defects by

partially replacing the chambers judge's analysis of the s. 2(a) right with its own incorrect

analysis. It also erroneously defined the s. 35 right by focusing on the effects of the state action.

A. APPLICANTS' POSITION ON THE ISSUES

5, This leave application raises novel legal issues which are of national importance. First,

this Court has not addressed a situation in which aboriginal Canadians raise an asserted s. 35

right and a freedom of religion guarantee implicated by the same state action. At issue is whether

it is legally acceptable for an administrative decision maker to consider only the asserted s. 35

aboriginal right and not the freedom bf religion guarantee. Applicants submit that it is not legally

acceptable to do so.
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6. Second, this is the first appeal of an appellate court's consideration of the s. 2(a) right of

aboriginal Canadians. The BCCA cast the Ktunaxa as a group attempting to impose its religious

beliefs on the state rather than seeking protection ofits religious practices and beliefs from state-

sanctioned interference. Other aboriginal Canadians whose religious practices are dependent

upon sacred sites will now have little reason to seek protection of their religious practices and

beliefs pursuant to s. 2(a). It is therefore of the utmost importance for all aboriginal Canadians

that this Court grant leave to appeal. Applicants submit that such an analysis is contrary to law

and cannot stand.

E. John Aff., pp. 257-259,paras. 2,3,5,6-8; M. Mitchell Aff., pp. 254-256, paras. 3-8

7. Third, this appeal addresses the imposition of an automatic limit on the s. 2(a) right such

that a religious practice rendered devoid of its religious nature by a government land use decision

can never meet the "more than trivial or insubstantial" threshold required for a s. 2(a)

infringement. Given that aboriginal spiritual traditions and beliefs are often connected to the land

and differ from mainstream religions, the protection offered by s. 2(a) will be meaningless for

many aboriginal Canadians. Applicants submit that there should be no such limit imposed on a s.

2(a) right.

E. John Aff., pp. 257-259, paras. 2,3,5,6-8; M. Mitchell Aff., pp. 254-256, paras. 3-8

8. Aboriginal Canadians should not be dependent only on s. 35 to protect their religious

practices and beliefs.

9, The fourth issue of national importance concerns the correct way to charcctetize an

asserted s. 35 right to exercise spiritual practices integral to the culture of aboriginal people, an

issue that has not been addressed by this Court. The administrative decision maker defined the

Applicants' s. 35 right on the basis of the effects of the state action. Both the chambers judge and

the British Columbia Court of Appeal upheld this manner of defining the s. 35 right. The effect

of the British Columbia Court of Appeal's decision is to uphold this method of defining s. 35

aboriginal rights which will now be seen as legally acceptable by other administrative decision

makers. This application should be granted so that this Court can provide the necessary guidance
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at the earliest opportunity. Applicants submit that this test to define an aboriginal right cannot

stand.

B. FACTS

Background
10. The Ktunaxa are an aboriginal people under s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.They

have inhabited the Columbia and Kootenay River valleys and parts of the Purcell, Selkirk and

Rocky Mountains in what is now British Columbia since before European contact.

British Columbia Supreme Court Reasons (.'BCSC Reasons"), paras' 2,3I

11. On March 20,2012, the Respondent Minister approved a Master Development

Agreement ("MDA Decision"), allowing the construction of a proposed 6250 bed ski resort in

the Jumbo Glacier valley 55 km west of Invermere, British Columbia ("Resort").

BCSC Reasons, paras. 1,3, Schedule F (p. 118); K. Teneese Aff. #1, pp. 193-194, paras.

r22-127

12. The Resort will occupy approximately 50 percent of the core of an atea known to the

Ktunaxa as Qat'muk and home of one of their most important spirits, Klawla Tuklulak?is, or

Grizzly Bear Spirit. The continuing presence of Grizzly Bear Spirit at Qat'muk is a central

element of Ktunaxa religious practices which have been practiced since pre-contact and are still

regularly conducted.

BCSC Reasons, paras. 3, 110-111,297; K. Teneese Aff. #1, p. 197, pata.222;M,
Birdstone Aff., pp. 222,223-224,225,226-227, pafas, 45, 51-55, 58,63-64,66-68; M.

Friedlander Aff., p. 230, paras. 31; M. Teneese Aff., pp. 232-233, pafas' 4l-46; C'

Candler Aff., Ex. A, p.236

13. V/hile the majority of these religious practices, including prayers and seasonal'dances',

are conducted away from Qat'muk., Grizzly Bear Spirit is an essential component of these

religious practices. According to the Ktunaxa, if the Resort is built at Qat'muk, Grizzly Bear

Spirit will leave the area, and the Ktunaxa will not have access to it for their ceremonies' Several

witnesses attested that key Ktunaxa religious practices involving and dependent upon Gtizzly

Bear Spirit will be of no purpose, value or efficacy. In short, they will no longer be 'religious'

practices.

J
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BCSC Reasons, paras. 110-11 !,297; K. Teneese Aff. #1, p. I97, pata.222, Exhibit 58,

pp.210-213; C. Luke Aff., p. 238, paras. 55-56; H. Alpine Aff., pp. 240,241-243, paras.

32,39-46; J. Pierre Aff., pp. 245-246, paras. 45-52,55-58; M. Birdstone Aff., pp.227,
228, paras. 67 -68, 72-7 3

On July 20,2011, the Ktunaxa advised the Minister in writing:

Transforming the remaining heart of Qat'muk into a place where many people would live
would violate our founding law, It would also fundamentally disrupt the power of Gtizzly
Spirit in Qat'muk and beyond and thus in our vision quests, our prayers, our songs and

dances - in a word, in our lives. The very purpose and meaning of these cultural
practices would be impaired and changed. Thus, even if they were to continue, they

would have become mere performances, imitations of once real and living things.

4

14

However, the fate of these practices depends upon the fate of Qat'muk....

.. .we also enjoy an associated Charter right to freedom of religion, Briefly stated, if the

BC government allows the Jumbo Glacier Resort to go aheado it will thereby
infringe our fundamental freedom of religion, which includes our right to practice -

and not merely perform - our traditional ceremonies connected with Grwzly Spirit.
(emphasis added)
K. Teneese Aff. #1, Exhibit 58, pp. 210-213

15. The Ktunaxa are on record as being opposed to the Resort since 1991. A BC Government

website dated September 21, Igg3, confirmed that the Ktunaxa were "...adamantly opposed to

the Proposed Development of the Jumbo Creek Drainage'"

BCSC Decision, paras. 39,40; K. Teneese Aff. #1, Ex. 30 pp. 198-199

16. On September 20,1995, Ktunaxa leadership passed a resolution opposing the Resort:

The Ktunaxa people are opposed to opening this area to any type of residential or

commercial permanent development. The Ktunaxa values that exist there now far

outweigh monetary value. ...the Jumbo Creek area should never be considered for any

development.

t...1
Again, the Ktunaxa people are opposed to the planned development in the Jumbo Creek

Valley. The decision not to develop the Jumbo Creek Valley is the only decision the

Ktunaxa people will accept. (emphasis added)

K. Teneese Aff. #1, pp. 195-196, paras. 150-153; Ex.31 pp.200-201

n. In 1996, the Ktunaxa again told BC representatives that "input to Jumbo is 'NO'." This

position was clearly articulated as a Ktunaxa position, not a personal one.

P. Brown Aff., Ex. 3I p.249
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18. BC's own Project Assessment Director noted on June I,2004 Ktunaxa opposition to the

Resort in 1995, 2003, and 2004, including concerns about "impacts on sacred and cultural

values."

P, Brown Aff., Ex. 50, p. 250

ß. A 2003 report commissioned by the BC Environmental Assessment Office stated:

...Many people expressed the sacred importance of the integrity of the area to their

current well-being and the well-being of future generations and suggested that there is no

price or set of soóio-..onomic benefits great enough to compensate them for the loss of
ihis pricelesso sacred area. Many weÍe unequivocal in their statements that the area should

be left alone as a place of spiritual importance and to the grizzly bear. ..

...The expressions of the sacred and "priceless" value of the JumbolQuatmuby many of
the First Nations people should not be underestimated. As economists, we could interpret

this situation as a revealed preference of no development under any circumstances with

an "infinite price" tag.
BCSC Reasons, paras. 54-55.

20. The Ktunaxa were assured at a June 9-10,2009 meeting that BC's range of responses to

protect sacred areas could include halting a project.

P. Brown Aff., Ex. 103, PP. 252-253

2l On June 15,2009, the Ktunaxa wrote to BC that:

Ktunaxa Nation has opposed the Project, as it is currently defined, since a proposal for

the Project was first made public in the early i990s. The Ktunaxa Nation has provided

the Ministry's representatives with a wide range of concerns with the Project, the most

critical of which concerns the sacred nature of the Jumbo Valley to the Ktunaxa and the

special relationship of the Ktunaxa to grizzly bears. We have consistently communicated

this to MTCA and the proponent of the Project'
K. Teneese Aff. #1 ,F;x.42,p.202

22. On August I6,20l0,the Ktunaxa sent a memorandum to BC stating:

...[f]rom the start of discussions on the Jumbo Glacier Resort Project, the KNC has

i¿entine¿ the Jumbo area, which lies within Qat'muk, as a sacred atea of paramount

spiritual importance. For that reason, among others, we have opposed the Project as it
was and is currently proposed.

K. Teneese Aff. #1 ,Ex. 49, p.205

5

23. On March 28,20L1, the Ktunaxa sent a letter to Premier-designate Christy Clark:
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The proposed Jumbo Glacier Resort would be located in the heart of our traditional

territory, in the sacred core of an areaknown by the Ktunaxa as Qat'muk. Our opposition

to the project is first and .foremost based on our profound spiritual connection to

Qat'muk...The Ktunaxa Nation Council strongly believes that this project cannot go

forward without severing our spiritual and cultural connection to Qat'muk...
K. Teneese Aff. #1, Ex. 54 pp.207-208

In a January 30,2012 memo, the Ktunaxa advised the Minister:

,..our paramount concern with this Project is the impact it will have on Qat'muk,
our spiritual connection to it, and the cultural practices that depend on maintaining
this connection.
(emphasis added)
K. Teneese Aff. #1, Ex. 68, p.219

6

24

25. The chambers judge agreed that a First Nation should not be penalized for continuing to

negotiate rather than initiating legal challenges at each available opportunity'

BCSC Reasons, para.2t0

26. During the consultation process, the Ktunaxa asserted a s. 35 aboriginal right and, in

August 2010, July 2011 and January 2012 they advised the Minister in writing that their Charter

s. 2(a) fundamental guarantee of freedom of religion regarding their religious practices was

implicated by the MDA Decision.

K. Teneese Aff, #1 ,Ex.49,p.206; Ex' 58, pp.209,213;Ex' 68,p.220

The Minister's Decision

27. There is no evidence that the Minister considered or assessed the Ktunaxa s. 2(a) right,

and he provided no written reasons regarding it, when he made the MDA Decision. Instead, the

Minister commented upon and considered an asserted s. 35 Ktunaxa aboriginal right which he

mischaracterizedas the right to preclude development. The Minister's reasons state:

... [the Crown] has determined on a preliminary basis that a prima facie claim to an

abòriginal rigtrt of this nature is weak. In particular, there is no indication that valley

would have been under threat from permanent forms of development at the time of
contact such that the right claimed would have been one that was exercised or an

aboriginal tradition, practice or activity integral to the culture of Ktunaxa.

BCSC Reasons, Schedule F
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The British Columbia Supreme Court Decision

28. Though the chambers judge acknowledged that the Minister did not 'ospecifically

analyze" the s. 2(a) right, he excused this failure by stating that "the Minister's Rationale and the

preceding consultation process address the substance of the Ktunaxa's asserted s. 2(a) Charter

right."

BCSC Reasons, para.273

29. The chambers judge found that Ktunaxa beliefs and practices related to Grizzly Bear

Spirit and its presence in Qat'muk are sincere and have a nexus with religion.

BCSC Reasons, paras. 27 5

30. He found tha,-,"...it is the spiritual meaning of Qat'muk that is essential to Ktunaxa

religion and spirituality. More specifically, it is the continuing presence of the Grizzly Bear

Spirit, whose home is in Qat'muk, which is of critical importance to their religious rituals and

ceremonies."

BCSC Reasons, para, 110

31. Notwithstanding these findings, the chambers judge set an automatic limit on s.2(a) by

holding that: "...where the otherwise lawful use of land is asserted to cause the loss of meaning

to or fulfillment from religious practices carried out elsewhere, the interference cannot exceed

the threshold of being beyond'trivial or insubstantial"'.

BCSC Reasons, para.299

32. The chambers judge also stated that, ooThe Ktunaxa do not argue that the Proposed Resort,

with overnight human accommodation in permanent structures, will interfere with the conduct of

their ceremonial dances...", apparently failing to appreciate that without Grizzly Bear Spirit the

religious practices involving and dependent upon it lose their spiritual essence. They become

mere practices, but not religious ones.

BCSC Reasons, para.289

33. He ultimately held that there was no interference with Ktunaxa religious practices and

beliefs which was more than trivial or insubstantial, and that the Minister's process of

consultation was reasonable.

7
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The British Columbia Court of Appeal Decision

34. The BCCA recognized that the Minister had not considered the Ktunaxa s. 2(a) right, but

determined that this legal error was not sufficient to overturn the decision as the chambers judge

had determined the s. 2(a) issue. Thus, the only issue was the legal correctness of the chambers

judge's decision.

BCCA Reasons, para.54

35. V/hile the parties asked the chambers judge to consider the s. 2(a) right, the Ktunaxa also

argued that the Minister's failure to consider the Ktunaxa s.2(a) claim was a fatal error which

went to a breach of procedural fairness and natural justice, and lack of jurisdiction as stated by

the chambers judge:

[...] Finally, the Ktunaxa assert the V/alker Report is:

...necessary and relevant for this court to be able to review and ascertain the factual and

procedural mistakes made by the Minister. This includes the Minister's fatal error
in failing to consider and assess tlrre Chørter rights of the Ktunaxa and making a

factual finding not supported by any evidence. This goes directly to breaches of
procedural fairness and natural justice, and want of jurisdiction, which ale

established exceptions under which extrinsic evidence is admissible. For example, see

Ismail v. British Columbia (Human Rights Tribunal),2013 BCSC 1079 (CanLII), atpara.
(emphasis added)
BCSC Reasons, para. 143 (see also para. 147)

36. Before the chambers judge, the Ktunaxa had repeatedly raised the fact that the Minister's

written reasons for the MDA Decision and its supporting documents failed to mention the

Ktunaxa s. 2(a) claim, including in reply, where they argued:

Most significantly, the Respondent Minister has directed the Court to no evidence that the

Minister ever addressed the Charter issue. The law on this is clear that, along with giving

responsibility to decision makers to address Charter issues, there is a corresponding duty

to do so. In fact, it is well established law that "administrative decisions that violate the

Charter are null and void for lack ofjurisdiction.

Where the Minister has failed to even consider the Petitioners' Charler rights, the

Petitioners submit that his decision is null and void'
Petitioners' Reply to the Respondent Minister (BCSC Hearing), paras. 2,3, 5-8,280-283;

Legal Submissions of the Petitioners (BCSC Hearing), paras. 238,251,303-307,3I5-
317 ,320,321

8
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37. The BCCA disagreed with the chamber judge's finding that coercion or constraint on

conduct are required to prove a s. 2(a) infringement, but did not otherwise address his s' 2(a)

analysis including his automatic limit on the s. 2(a) right. Instead, the BCCA relied on a

communal aspect of the "individually asserted s. 2(a) right" to conclude that it was aimed at

protecting the "vitality of the Ktunaxa religious community".

BCCA Reasons, paras. 63,67

38. The BCCA then posited that to protect the "vitality of the Ktunaxa religious community",

the Ktunaxa seek to require "others, including but not limited to the state as a whole" to behave

in a manner consistent with Ktunaxa belief, thereby "restraining and restricting the behaviour of

others who do not share that belief in the name of protecting subjective religious meaning." On

this basis, relying on an enoneous interpretation of this Court's s.2(a) jurisprudence, the BCCA

concluded that the Ktunaxa s. 2(a) right was not deserving of protection because the Ktunaxa

could not impose their beliefs on others.

BCCA Reasons, paras. 68-7I,73-74

39. In response to the argument that the chambers judge erred in excusing the Minister's

failure to correctly characterize the Ktunaxa asserted s. 35 right, the BCCA concluded that the

Minister and chambers judge "properly considered the scope of the s. 35 right by focusing on the

effects of the state action on the general Aboriginøl right." (emphasis added) While the BCCA

never set out the s. 35 right at issue, it nevertheless held that the consultation and accommodation

process of the right was reasonable.

BCCA Reasons, paras. 82,93

PART II _ STATEMENT OF THE QUESTIONS IN ISSUE

40. Is it legally correct for an administrative decision maker to consider only an asserted s. 35

aboriginal right and not a s. 2(a) right when both are raised in relation to an impugned state

action?

9
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4L Is it legally correct to cast a claimant seeking protection pursuant to Charter s. 2(a) as

imposing its religious beliefs on the state rather than seeking protection of its religious practices

and beliefs from state-sanctioned interference?

42. Is there an automatic limit on the s. 2(a) right such that a goveilrment decision that

renders a practice devoid of its religious nature can never exceed the "more than trivial or

insubstantial" threshold required for a s. 2(a) infringement?

43. How should courts and administrative decision makers characterize an asserted aboriginal

right to exercise spiritual practices, and is the BCCA's reliance on the effects of the state action

the correct way to define an asserted s. 35 right?

PART III _ STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT

A. Administrative Decision Makers Need to Consider Charter Rights

44. Both Courts below have accepted the failure of an administrative decision maker to

consider an aboriginal claimant's Charter right, even when the claimant expressly raised the

specific right several times prior to the impugned decision'

45. Given the importance of ensuring the continued legitimacy this Court has granted to

administrative decision makers to make Charter+elated decisions, and of upholding the rule of

law, such a failure of an administrative decision maker cannot stand.

Doré v. Barreau du Québec, l20l2l I S.C.R. 395, paras. 29,30,35 lDorél; Mary Liston,

"Governments in Miniature: ,The Rule of Law in the Administrative State" in Flood and

Sossin, eds.,Administrative Law inContext2ded. (Toronto: Emond-Montgomery,2013),
pp. 39-84, at 79-82; 2011 version of Liston cited in Doré; Reference re Secession of
Quebec, [1993] 2 S.C.R. 217, para.72; Canada v. PHS Community Services Society,

[20i 1] 3 S.C.R. 134, paras.128, 140 IPHS Community Services Societyl

46. On this ground alone, the BCCA should have overturned the chambers judge for his

failure to set aside the Minister's decision for ignoring the Ktunaxa s. 2(a) right. This Court has

stated that, "the protection of Charter guarantees is a fundamental and pervasive obligation, no

matter which adjudicative forum is applying it." Administrative decisions are always required to

consider Charter values.
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Doré,paras. 29,30,35; Reference re Secession of Quebec,1199812 S.C.R. 2I7,pata.72;
P HS C ommunity S ervic e s So ciety, paras.I28, I 40

4l. Since the BCCA did not overturn the chambers judge on this issue, his decision to uphold

the MDA Decision, notwithstanding the Minister's failure to consider the s. 2(a) right, stands. As

a result, administrative decision makers can, with legal impunity, fail to consider an aboriginal

claimant's Charter claim as long as an asserted s. 35 right is being considered.

BCCA Reasons, para,52 (quoting BCSC Reasons, para'271)

48. This decision should not stand in view of the distinctly different protections afforded by

an asserted s. 35 aboriginal right and a s. 2(a) Charter right. In balancing Charter rights with

statutory objectives, the decision maker must recognize the full constitutional status of the rights

at stake and respect the s. 1 guarantee. Depending on the strength of claim to the asserted s. 35

right, in balancing asserted aboriginal rights with competing societal interests, the decision

maker is not necessarily required to treat those rights as existing aboriginal rights enjoying the

full recognition and affirmation of s. 35(1).

BCSC Reasons, Schedule F (p. 121); Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of
Forests),1200413 S.C.R. 51 1, paras. 27 , 45, 48 lHaida Nationl

49. Upholding an administrative decision maker's failure to consider a Chqrter tight,

particularly where it was expressly raised prior to the impugned decision also undermines the

ability of aboriginal claimants to successfully assert their Charterrighls in additionto asserted s'

35 aboriginal rights.

50. V/hile the Ktunaxa submit that the MDA Decision sanctions an infringement of their s'

2(a) right of such a magnitude that it cannot be justified, the lower courts' refusal to overturn the

Minister's decision for failing to consider the Ktunaxa's s. 2(a) right at all sends aboriginal

claimants the message that their s. 2(a) rights are not even worthy of consideration, particularly

when they also rely on their asserted s. 35 rights.

51. This case is not merely a case of a failure to provide reasons, or providing insufficient

reasons, but whether the failure of an administrative decision maker to even consider an

aboriginal claimant's Charter right should be upheld as correct. It is of national importance - and

certainly of great importance for aboriginal claimants in Canada - for this Court to provide
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guidance on whether the s. 2(a) iights of aboriginal Canadians differ from those of non-

aboriginal Canadians.

Communal Nature of the s. 2(a) Right

52. In directing its focus to a communal aspect of the Ktunaxa s. 2(a) right, the BCCA

recognized the now appreciated socially-embedded nature of religious belief. However, the

BCCA's legal analysis of this aspect of the right is significantly flawed'

Loyola High School v. Quebec (Attorney General),2015 SCC 12,paras.59, 60 lLoyolal

53, Rather than being about protection of religious practices and beliefs from state-

sanctioned interference, the BCCA cast an aboriginal claimant as impermissibly imposing its

religious beliefs on and improperly restraining and restricting the state. Lost entirely is an

appreciation that s. 2(a) is meant to protect the claimanl from unjustified state interference, not to

protect the state from a Charter claim.

54. The BCCA put the Ktunaxa in a position ordinarily occupied by majoritarian religions or

the state when they are perceived as imposing their beliefs on others. The Charter as a safeguard

against the'1yranny of the majority", noted by Dickson J. (as he was then) in.R, v. Big M Drug

Mart, thus becomes an instrument protecting against the "tyranny of the minority", If this legal

analysisstands,itwillmakeamockery of s.27 of the Charter andthefactthattheCharter's

preamble itself is understood as reflecting the multicultural and multi-denominational make-up

of Canada.

BCCA Reasons, paras. 71,73,74; R. v. Big M Drug Mart, [1985] 1 S.C.R. 295,patas.17,
96lBig l1l; See also R. v. Zundel,ll992l2 S.C.R. 73l,paras.179-182

55. According to the BCCA, the interests of the state are able to attenuate the protection of

aboriginal Canadians' s. 2(a) rights, i.e. rather than only competing constitutional rights,

overriding societal concerns, and core national values being able to do so. The case is

transformed from being an examination of a state-sanctioned interference with Ktunaxa religious

practices and beliefs, to being about protecting amorphous "others", and even the state, from the

Ktunaxa, who were merely seeking protection of the same constitutional right guaranteed to

other Canadians. The BCCA's decision opens the possibility for other courts to deny the
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existence of a claimant's s. 2(a) right on the basis that its protection could, theoretically, impact

others.

Syndicat Northuest v. Amselem, 1200412 S.C.R. 551, paras. 6l,63lAmseleml, paras. 61,

63; Loyola, paras. 46,47; BCCA Reasons, paras. 71.73,14

56. The BCCA expressly references the Ktunaxa's s. 2(a) right as restricting the actions of

others, "including but not limited to the state as a whole", thereby turning the Charter protection

on its head and using it to improperly insulate the state's land use decisions from any s. 2(a)

Charter challenges. This is a novel interpretation of the Charterjurisprudence.

BCCA Reasons, para. 7l; For examples of how Charter s. 2(a) can impact land use

decisions see Residents þr Sustainable Development in Guelph v. 6 & 7 Developments

Ltd., (2005), 133 C.R.R. (2d) 205 (ONSC), paras. 12, 15 lResidents þr Sustainable

Developmentl; Congrégation des témoins de Jéhovah de St-Jérôme-Lafontaine v.

Lafontaine (Village), 1200412 S.C.R. 650, paras. 72-83 (reasons for dissent of Lebel,

Bastarache, and Deschamps JJ) lCongrégation des témoins de Jéhovah de St-Jérômel

57. Based on the BCCA's decision, future s. 2(a) claims of aboriginal Canadians have little

chance of success, and aboriginal Canadians will now have little reason to seek protection of

their freedom of religion guarantee through the courts. It is therefore of the utmost importance

for all aboriginal Canadians that this Court consider and comment upon the legal correctness of

the decision under appeal as its implications will have national impact.

Internal Limit on Freedom of Religion

58. The BCCA failed to overturn the chambers judge's legal error of imposing an internal

limit on the s. 2(a) right.

59. The chambers judge held that a government decision that renders a practice devoid of its

religious nature can never exceed the "more than trivial or insubstantial" threshold required to

demonstrate a s. 2(a) infringement when the practice is carried out away from but is dependent

upon a sacred site. Although tho BCCA correctly found that coercion or constraint on conduct is

not necessarily required to demonstrate a s. 2(a) infringement, it was silent on the chambers

judge's conclusion that a loss of o'subjective religious meaning" can never rise to the level of

being a more than trivial or insubstantial interference. In effect, the BCCA endorsed this internal

limit placed on s. 2(a), stating:
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t...] It is not, in my view, consonant with the underpinning principles of the Charter to

say that a group, in asserting a protected right under s. 2(a) that implicates the vitality of
their religious community, is then capable of restraining and restricting the behaviour of
others who do not share that belief in the name of preserving subjective religious
meaning. (emphasis added)
BCCA Reasons, paras, 63,73; See also BCSC Reasons, para.299

60, V/hile the BCCA reaches this conclusion in the context of what it understands as the

communal nature of the right, the effect is the same: a loss of "subjective religious meaning" can

never rise to the "more than trivial or insubstantial" level.

61. The BCCA never gets to a proportionate balancing justification analysis. Indeed, it held

that if there were a breach of the s. 2(a) right, the matter would have to be referred back to the

Minister to undertake that analysis. Its comments about the Ktunaxa s. 2(a) right must therefore

be understood to place an internal limit on the right at the infringement analysis stage.

BCCA Reasons, para.54

62 As LaForest, J. has held:

This Court has consistently refrained from formulating internal limits to the scope of
freedom of religion in cases where the constitutionality of a legislative scheme was

raised; it rather opted to balance the competing rights under s. 1 of the Charter . . . In my
view, it appears sounder to leave to the state the burden ofjustifying the restrictions it has

chosen. Any ambiguity or hesitation should be resolved in favour of individual rights.

Multani v. Commission scolaire Marguerite-Bourgeoys, 12006] 1 S.C.R, 256, para. 26

fMultanif, citing B. (R.) v. Children's Aid Society of Metropolitan Toronto, 119951 I
S.C.R. 3 15, paras. 109-1 l0

63. This Court has recognized that such an approach also ensures that the Charter tight at

issue is given a broad and liberal interpretation and not prematurely narrowed.

Multani, paras. 26-30

64. The lower courts apparently failed to recognize that what they referred to as oosubjective

loss of meaning" and loss of "subjective religious meaning" are an essential component of and,

indeed, what makes a practice a o'religious practice". Separating what these courts referred to as

o'meaning" from the religious practice is not only artificial, but also allows the state to act in a
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manner that renders religious practices devoid of all meaning, purpose, value or efficacy, leaving

only the actions associated with the practice.

BCCA Reasons, paras. 61, 67 , 7l, 73

65. From the Ktunaxa perspective, the extent of the interference to Ktunaxa religious

practices and beliefs caused by the MDA Decision is as clear as if as if the state had prohibited a

religious practitioner from engaging in a religious practice.

66. This is contrary to this Court's recognition of religion as involving practices which allow

individuals to foster a connection with a divine or controlling power. This understanding also

expressly encompasses spiritual fillfìllment and approaches religion as human experience rather

than something separate and apart from the religious practitioner.

Amselem, para.39

67, Discarding "subjective spiritual meaning" as something that cannot rise above the 'trivial

or insubstantial' test and is therefore outside the purview of s. 2(a) is contrary to this Court's

repeated directives that the Charter 's freedom of religion provision "must be given a generous

and expansive interpretation" necessary to "ensure that those to whom the Canadian Charter

applies enjoy the full benefît of the rights and freedoms, and thereby, that the purpose of that

charter is attained...." This Court has also referred to the o'robust protection for the values

underlying religious freedom".

Mouvement laique quebecois,v. Saguenay (City), 2015 SCC 16, at para. 147 lMouvement
laique quebecoisf; Loyola, para. 43

68. This Court has recognized the need for an evolving interpretation of freedom of

conscience and religion. Such recognition allows for further judicial consideration of the

religious meaning of a practice, or a claimant's religious experience.

Mouvement laique quebe cois, para. 7 I

69 As described by Fletcher J (dissenting), of the 9th Circuit United States Court of Appeals:

The majority's emphasis on physical harm ignores the nature of religious belief and

exercise, as well as the nature of the inquiry mandated by RFRA. The majority
characterizes the Indians' religious belief and exercise as merely as "subjective spiritual

experience." Though I would not choose precisely those words, they come close to

describing what the majority thinks it is not describing - a genuine religious belief and
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exercise. Contrary to what the majority writes, and appears to think, religious exercise

invariably, and centrally, involves a "subjective spiritual experience."

Religious belief concerns the human spirit and religious faith, not physical harm and

scientific fact. Religious exercise sometimes involves physical things, but the physical

and scientific character of these things is secondary to their spiritual and religious

meaning. The centerpiece of religious belief and exercise is the "subjective" and the

'ospiritual".
NavaÌo Nation v, U.S. Forest Service 535 F.3d 1058 (9th Cir.2008), atp.1096

70. The real issue, referred to obliquely by the BCCA, appears to be that the Court does not

want the religious meaning of a practice to be able to impact land use decisions.

[...] In essence, the Ktunaxa submit that s. 2(a) includes within its ambit the freedom to,

on the basis of an asserted religious belief, control (or at least modify) the behaviour of
others on their own property, so as to preserve, to the fullest extent possible, the vitality
of their religious community.
(emphasis added)
BCCA Reasons, para. TI

71. There is Canadian judicial precedent and comment, including from this Court,

recognizing that s. 2(a) may impact land use decisions.

Residents for Sustainable Development, paras, 12, 15; Congrégation des témoins de

Jéhovah de St-Jérôme-Lafontaine, paras. 72-83 (reasons for dissent of Lebel, Bastarache,

and Deschamps JJ.)

72. Although the legislation is different, the United States courts have had to address whether

a claimant's spiritual experience during a religious practice can impact land use decisions' In

Yonkers Racing, the 2nd Circuit United States Court of Appeals concluded that claims regarding

the importance of a geographic al "zone of quietude" atound a Jesuit seminary were sufficient to

remit the matter for argument on breach of the Free Exercise right. In Comanche Nation, a

district level court granted an interim injunction to the Comanche Nation to prevent the United

States Army from constructing a storage warehouse which would have negatively impacted a

"spiritual experience", the spiritual centering done by the Comanche.

Yonkers Racing Corporationv. City of Yonkers, 858 F.2d 855 (2nd Cir. 1991); Comanche

Nation, et al., v United States of America, (unpublished order) No. CIV-08-849-D, (W.D.

Okla. Sept.23,2008)

73. Additionally, Canadian courts have differentiated between more serious interferences

with one's freedom of religion guarantee, and those interferences that do not rise to the level of
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being more than trivial or insubstantial, allowing that only the former amount to a s. 2(a)

infringement. Each case must be assessed on its own merits. Not every allegation of an

interference with the religious nature, or meaning, of a practice would be able to pass the more

than trivial or insubstantial threshold. A sufficient amount of evidence would need to be brought

forward to demonstrate the s. 2(a) infringement.

74. Finally, as this Court has directed, whether interference with the religious nature of a

practice can impact a land use decision should be addressed in the justification or proportionate

balancing analysis stage, not the infringement stage. The proportionate balancing decision should

be left to the administrative decision'maker.

Multani, paras. 26-30; BCCA Reasons, para.54

Application of the Wrong Criteria to Determine the Scope of a s. 35 Right

75. The Minister mischaracteized the Ktunaxa s. 35 right such that, first, he wrongly

concluded that the right claimed was not integral to the distinctive culture of the Ktunaxa and

thus constitutionally protected, and, second, any possibility of proper consultation and

accommodation was vitiated from the outset.

76. A key document upon which the Minister relied for the MDA Decision and to which he

referred at length in his reasons, mischaracterized the Ktunaxa s. 35 right as:

The claim seems to amount to a right to preclude certain kinds of permanent development

(excluding logging and other resource extraction which is more ephemeral) so that the

grizzly and its spirit, together with the spirit of the Ktunaxa, can be maintained.

K. Teneese Aff. #1, Ex.60, p.2I7

77. In his reasons for the MDA Decision, the Minister stated:

...there is no indication that valley would have been under threat from permanent forms

of development at the time of contact such that the right claimed would have been one

that was exercised or an aboriginal tradition, practice or activity integral to the culture of
the Ktunaxa.
BCSC Reasons; Sch. F, p.122

78. The chambers judge adopted a variation of the Minister's mischaracterization of the s. 35

right. He described the "specific belief at issue here" as being "that a development in the nature

of the Proposed Resort is fundamentally inimical to Ktunaxa religion" and upheld the Minister's
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reasoning. The chambers judge should have reviewed the Minister's mischaracteÅzation of the

asserted s. 35 right on the standard ofcorrectness, but did not do so.

BCSC Reasons, para.241

79. The BCCA improperly applied Rio Tinto by finding that the trial judge's focus on the

effects of the state action on the "general Aboriginal ríghf is what is required to properly define

the s. 35 right. This Court in Rio Tinto only considered the effects of the Crown conduct to

determine the scope of consultation required. Effects on the right were not used to define the

right itself. The BCCA erred in alleging that effects on aboriginal rights determine the substance

of the rights at issue, when the effects are to be considered in relation to the adequacy of

consultation.

Rio Tinto Alcan Inc. v. Caryier Sekani Tribal Council, [2010] 2 S.C.R. 650, para. 45;
BCCA Reasons, para.82

80. An aboriginal right is determined by identifying the practices, traditions and customs

central to the aboriginal society prior to contact with Europeans. The effects of Crown actions

are not involved in this test.

R. v. Vqn der Peet, [1996] S.C.R. 507,para.44lVan der Peetf

81. The characterization of the aboriginal right at stake as a o'general Aboriginal right"

renders the right meaningless. The first task in applying the Haida analysis is to establish what

aboriginal right is being claimed in order to answer whether it is integral to the distinctive culture

of the group. In doing so, it is critical to respect the aboriginal perspective which "focuses on

laws, practices, customs and traditions of the group".

Vander Peet,para.5l;Tsilhqot'inNationv. BritishColumbia, 1201141 2S.C.F.257,

paras, 32, 35 lTsilhqot' inl

82. In a Haida analysis the sufficiency of any consultation and accommodation rests on the

correct characteÅzation of the right claimed, without which, appropriate consultation and

accommodation cannot be achieved,

Haida Nation, para. 36; Van der Peet, paras. 51, 52, 55; Tsilhqot'in, para. 22-23
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83. Neither the Minister, the chambers judge, nor the BCCA characterized the asserted

aboriginal right correctly and because of that failure they were unable to properly assess the

adverse impact the proposed Resort would have on that right. This mischaracterization is

demonstrated by the BCCA's consideration of the adverse impacts in relation to "spiritual

values" in general.

BCCA Reasons, para, 83

The Ktunaxa articulated the adverse impact as follows:

Transforming the remaining heart of Qat'muk into a place where many people would live
would violate our founding láw. It would also fundamentally disrupt the power of Grizzly
Spirit in Qat'muk and beyond and thus in our vision quests, our prayers, our songs and

dances - in a word, in our lives. The very purpose and meaning of these cultural practices

would be impaired and changed. Thus, even if they were to continue, they would have

become mere performances, imitations of once real and living things.

K. Teneese Aff. #1, Ex. 58, p.211

84

85, The BCCA repeatedly focuses on the length of time of the Crown decision making

process spanning o'almost two decades". This, of course, was not due primarily to the

consultation process but rather to the Crown's various approval processes and delays. More

importantly, consultation is not determined by the length of the process but rather, "what is

required to maintain the honour of the Crown and to effect reconciliation between the Crown and

the Aboriginal peoples with respect to the interests at stake."

BCCA Reasons, paras. 1 ,84; BCSC Reasons, paras.38, 42, 47-48,60,64; ílii'Litswx v,

British Columbia (Minister of Forests), 2008 BCSC 1139, para. 178; Haida Nøtion, pata'

45

86. V/ith the development of the common law relating to Crown-Aboriginal consultation, the

courts have clarified that:

...the adequacy of consultation cannot be addressed at large. The Court cannot simply

measure the volume of correspondence and studies, and pass a wand over them,

pronouncing the consultation adequate or inadequate in the result. Instead, particular

irs,r.. within the consultation process need to be raised and examined individually, albeit

in the context of all that went on.

Ilest Moberly First Nations v. British Columbia (Energy and Mines), 2074 BCSC 924,

para. 744; See also Chartrand v. British Columbia (Forests, Lands and Natural Resource

Operations), 2015 BCCA 345, paras. 68-69, 77
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PART IV - SUBMISSIONS IN SUPPORT OF ORDER SOUGHT CONCERNING COSTS

87. The guidance of this Court in addressing whether aboriginal Canadians enjoy the same

fundamental freedom of religion guarantee as other Canadians is of national importance and this

case in particular raises novel legal issues never before addressed by this Court.

88. In these circumstances the Appellants seek costs of this application for leave to appeal

and costs ofthe appeal ifleave is granted in any event ofthe cause.

PARTV_ORDERSOUGHT

89. The application for leave should be granted with costs of this application and of the

appeal to the Applicants in any event of the cause'

90 If leave to appeal is granted, the Appellants will seek an Order to:

a. set aside the decision of the British Columbia Court of Appeal;

b. quash the MDA Decision;

c. in the alternative, quash the MDA Decision and remit the matter for the Minister to

consider the Ktunax a s. 2(a) right;

d. award costs to the Appellants in any event of the cause in this Court and the Courts

below; and

e. such other relief as to this Court may be just.

ALL OF V/HICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 1" DAY OF OCtObCT,2O75

Peter R. Grant an

PETER GRANT
PETER GR.ANT & ASSOCIAîES

Barrislers ønd Solicitors
900 -777 HornbY Street

Vnncouverr B.e. V6Z 1S4

20

J

Karenna Williams
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PART VII _ LEGISLATION

ss. 2(a) and 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982
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CONSTITUTION ACT, 1982

PART I

CANADIAN CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS

Whereas Canacla is founded uporr principles that recognize the suprernauy of God arld the

rule of law:

GUNN¡NTEE, OF RICHTS AND FREEDOMS

l. 'l'he C'unudiun Chctrler o/'Rìght:; an.d [|reedorn,r guarantees the rights ancl freedoms set out

i¡ it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in

a fi'ee aud democratic societY'

FUN OR VTPNTAL FRTEOON4 S

2. Everyone has the following fundamental freedoms:

(ø) freedom ofconscience and religion;

(å) freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression. including fi'eedom of the press and

other media of communication;

(c) freedom of peaceful assembly; and

(d) freedom of association'

PART II

RIGHTS OF THE ABORIGINAL'PEOPLES OF CANADA

l{ecognition of existing aboriginal and treaty rights

35. (1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are

hereby recognized ancl affirmed'

Definition of "aboriginal peoples of Canada"

(2) Inthis Act, "aboriginal peoples of Canada" includes the Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples

of Canada.

Land claims agreements

(3) For grcater ccrtainty, in subsection (1) "treaty rights" includes rights that now exist by

way of land olaims agreements or may be so acquired,

Aboriginal and treaty rights are guaranteed equally to both sexes

(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the aboriginal and treaty rights referred

to in subsection (1) are guaranteed equally to male and f'emale pefsolls.


